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1.0 Background and Purpose of the Workshop 
 
The 2-day workshop on curriculum development fund-raising and strategic planning for 

the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair in Environmental Sciences at the University of Benin was 

held at the Banquet Hall of the University of Benin on January 27-28, 2011. 

 

The goal of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme is to reinforce teaching and research 

capacities in Environmental Sciences within a network of participating universities in 

Nigeria (the University of Benin, Rivers State University of Science & Technology, 

Babcock University) and the USA (Tuskegee University, University of Southern 

Mississippi). The programme is intended to develop a critical mass of Environmental 

Sciences graduates and professionals with the capacity to use science and technology to 

solve Environmental problems. 

 

The workshop which was attended by 60 participants (see Annexure XIII), was designed 

to address funding for the programme, Environmental Sciences curricula in  the three 

participating Nigerian institutions as well as a four-year (2011-2015) strategic plan. 

 

The programme of activities for the workshop were as follows (see Annexure I):  

Day 1:  

1st Session:   

♦ Opening ceremony 

♦ Presentations by UNESCO officials and our international partner 

♦ Fund-raising 

 

2nd Session: 

♦ Presentations by partner Nigerian institutions 

♦ Discussions 

 

Day 2: 

3rd Session: 

♦ Curriculum development 

♦ Strategic planning 

♦ General discussions  

♦ Communique 



 

♦ Closing 

 

 

2.0 Opening of the Workshop 

The opening ceremony started with the arrival of invited guests and introduction of 

dignitaries, by Dr. Eddy Erhagbe, the University of Benin orator. Mr. Bright Omokhodion, 

Right Honourable Speaker of Edo State House of Assembly was called upon to chair the 

ceremony. 

 

Professor A.B. Ebeigbe, Executive Director, Global Educational Initiative For Nigeria 

(GEIFON) welcomed participants and specifically acknowledged the presence of the 

following: The Vice Chancellor, University of Benin (represented by Professor E.A. 

Onibere), the Secretary-General, National Commission for UNESCO (Mrs M. Anene-

Maidoh), Dr. Osu Otu  (UNESCO officer, Abuja) and Professor Nosa Egiebor of Tuskegee 

University, USA (our International Collaborator for the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair 

programme). He outlined the objectives of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme as 

well as those of the workshop. He noted that although the programme was approved by 

UNESCO in 2009, this workshop constitutes the start-up activity (see Annexure II). 

 

In his welcome address, the Vice Chancellor of the University of Benin opined that 

strengthening capacity in Environmental Sciences within a network of participating 

institutions in Nigeria and the USA will constitute a major contribution to solving 

environmental problems, particularly in the Niger Delta. He pledged to provide all 

necessary support for the success of the UNESCO-GEIFON programme (see Annexure 

III). 

 

Professor Bassey Asuquo, representing the Executive Secretary, National Universities 

Commission (NUC) highlighted the critical role of the University of Benin in Nigerian 

University system in the areas of academic content and discipline. He also identified 

strongly with the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme and looks forward to a sustainable 

partnership with NUC (see Annexure IV). 

 

The Chairman of the opening ceremony, Rt. Hon Bright Omokhodion, Speaker, Edo 

State House of Assembly, in his opening remarks, highlighted the benefits of international 

partnerships and collaborations for capacity building in Environmental Sciences – for 



 

national development. He drew attention to the positive impact of the current  

 

 

 

administration in Edo State on solving environmental problems in the state. He then went 

on to formally declare the ceremony open. 

 

Dr. Joseph Ngu, Director and Country Representative, UNESCO, Abuja (represented by 

Dr. Osu Otu, Programe officer, Science, UNESCO, Abuja)  expressed delight at making a 

few remarks on behalf of UNESCO as well as at GEIFON’s effort in organizing the 

workshop. He highlighted the long-standing partnership between UNESCO and the 

Federal Republic of Nigeria as well as UNESCO’s long-term strategic plan aimed at 

finding solutions to environmental problems through mechanisms combining science, 

culture and education. He enumerated the benefits of the UNESCO/UNITWIN Chairs 

programme – worldwide and made particular reference to the three UNESCO Chairs 

currently in Nigeria. Finally, Dr. Ngu affirmed that UNESCO will work with the 

management of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme to realize its set targets and 

goals (see Annexure V). 

 

3. Presentations: 

There were two presentations that rounded up the activities of the first session (opening 

ceremony) of the Workshop; the titles and presenters are listed below: 

1. Overview of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair Programme – by Mrs M. Anene-Maidoh, 

Secretary-General, Nigerian National Commission For UNESCO (NATCOM); (See 

Annexure VI). 

2. International Collaboration for the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme, by 

Professor Nosa Egiebor (Tuskegee University, Alabama, USA). (See Annexure 

VII). 

 

4. Fund-raising: 

Both Professor Ebeigbe and Dr Otu justified the need for adequate funding to execute the 

UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme. Dr. Otu emphasized that UNESCO provided seed 

funds for this workshop and that sustenance of the Chair programme is expected to be 

driven by funds from partners, particularly, the private sector. Two levels of funding were 

identified for the programme, as follows: 

 

 



 

 

 

♦ Immediate funds for the logistics of fund-raising. These funds will enable GEIFON and 

the Fund-raising team pay for expenses in respect of various activities connected with 

fund-raising. 

♦ Funds for execution of the 4-year strategic plan (see Annexures VI and VIII) of the 

UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme, estimated at about N100,000,000.00 (One 

Hundred Million Naira) annually. 

Possible sources of funding for the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme include the 

following: 

♦ World Bank STEP-B programme 

♦ Education Trust Fund (ETF)  - It was noted that our earlier attempt with ETF was 

not positive; but that this could be revisited, particularly through coordination by 

UNESCO office Abuja and involving other UNESCO Chairs in Nigeria. 

♦ Partnerships with industries – particularly, Oil and Gas 

♦ International collaborations e.g. with African Renaissance Institute of Science and 

Technology (ARIST) – Professor Nosa Egiebor pledged to facilitate this partnership. 

 

It was agreed that a 3-man fund-raising committee be set-up, as follows: 

1. Professor Anthony B. Ebeigbe, GEIFON 

2. Professor Lawrence Ezemonye, University of Benin and  

3. Dr. Confidence Wachukwu, Rivers State University of Science & Technology 

It was noted that in view of the fact that the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme is 

scheduled to take-off in May 2011, an aggressive fund-raising effort is required. 

 

2nd Session: 

The 2nd  session consisted of presentations by Nigerian partner institutions as well as 

general discussions. This session and indeed all subsequent sessions were anchored by 

our international collaborator, Professor Nosa Egiebor. Considering the critical role of 

human capacity in economic development, participants at the discussion sessions 

thoroughly examined human capacity and scientific knowledge gaps in Nigeria in the 

broader Environmental Science & Technology discipline, e.g. environmental issues in oil & 

gas/energy exploitation, issues relating to climate change, issues relating to water quality 

& availability, etc, Participants also examined areas where the UNESCO-GEIFON 

Environmental Science Chair programme will build academic excellence for maximum 

impact locally, nationally, and as an international centre of excellence for education, 

research, and training. 



 

 

 

The above considerations provided a framework for deliberations on curriculum 

development and strategic planning for the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme, on day 

2 of the workshop. 

 

 

5.0 Presentations by Nigerian partner institutions: 

A representative of each of the Nigerian partner institutions gave a 20-minute powerpoint 

presentation on the status of Environmental Sciences at their respective institutions – 

highlighting their strengths and weaknesses, as follows: 

1. Professor K.O. Ogunwenmo –  Status of Environmental Sciences at Babcock 

University (see Annexure IX) 

2. Professor Medina Kadiri -  Status of Environmental Studies at the University of 

Benin (See Annexure X) 

 

3rd Session: 

6.0 Curriculum development: 

The discussants recognized that in being a research & training centre, the UNESCO-

GEIFON Chair program can contribute to existing M.Sc. & Ph.D. degree programmes in 

partner institutions (UNIBEN, BABCOCK, & RSUST) by: 

♦ Teaching some relevant postgraduate courses that their students can take towards 

their degrees. 

♦ Having their M.Sc. & Ph.D. degree students conduct their research work with the 

UNESCO-GEIFON Chair program. 

It was generally agreed that the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme should operate at 

the post-graduate level while contributing to enhancement of undergraduate, secondary 

and primary education through workshops, seminars and other outreach tools. Also, in 

order to make the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme financially sustainable, it was 

suggested that there should be regular interactions with industry with a view to tailoring 

the Environmental Sciences M.Sc. and Ph.D. programmes in partner institutions to the 

needs of industry. To this effect, it was agreed to establish a NEEDS team (consisting of 

Professors Ebeigbe, Ezemonye and Ogbeibu), to link up with industries and find out their 

critical areas of need that the UNESCO – GEIFON chair programme will address. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

A major component of the curriculum development discussions was the need for the 

UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme to establish short-term post-graduate certification 

courses (See Annexures XI and XII) in specific fields relevant to the Oil and Gas industries:  

♦ Spill control and Management 

♦ Waste Management 

♦ Impact Assessment 

♦ Air Quality 

♦ Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC) 

The certification programme will not only impact positively on the community; it will  

provide financial support for sustainability of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme. 

GEIFON will liaise with all partnering institutions to develop a curriculum for the 

certification programme and also secure approval of the University of Benin Senate. 

 

7.0 Strategic Plan Development and Communique: 

In the discussions on strategic planning (Annexures VIII and XI), participants paid 

particular attention to the following issues:  

♦ Defining a clear Vision & Mission for the programme 

♦ Defining Strategic Goals  

♦ Outlining measures and activities under the strategic goals that will contribute to 

achieving the mission and vision. 

♦ Outlining measurable Performance Indicators for the Strategic Goals 

The agreed 4-year strategic plan is as presented in Annexure VIII. 

 

8.0 Concluding Remarks: 

The concluding part of the workshop was devoted to general discussions about the 

sustainability of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme. Key contributors here include: 

Professor Nosa Egiebor, Professor Lawrence Ezemonye, Professor R. Onyeonwu, 

Professor D. Okorie, Professor Godwin Aja, Professor Babatunde Esan, Professor Tony 

Ogbeibu, Dr. Sam Amadi, Peter-Claver Nwaiwu, Dr. Osu Otu, Dr. Emeka Obiozor, Dr. 

Mike Enaboifo and Dr. Joel Abolagba. 

Dr. Sam Amadi, Chairman/Chief Executive Officer of National Electricity Regulatory 

Commission (NERC) emphasized the need to embrace the public-private-partnership 

(PPP) concept and also, formulate policies on the legal aspects of environmental control. 

 

 



 

 

 

Mr. Peter-Claver Nwaiwu, in his very extensive contribution, highlighted the need to liaise 

with industry, to identify their needs – for which the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme 

can  provide expertise. 

 

Concluding remarks were also made by Professor Nosa Egiebor, Professor Ebeigbe as 

well as Dr Osu Otu. Finally, a communiqué for the workshop (Annexure XII) was 

presented and was unanimously accepted. 

 

The workshop closed at about 3.30pm. 



 

 
 

Programme of Events 
Workshop on Curriculum Development, Fund-raising and Strategic 

Planning for the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair Programme in Environmental Sciences at 
the University of Benin, Nigeria.  

January 27-28, 2011 
Day 1: 
8.00 -  9.00  Arrival and Registration of Participants 
9.00 – 10.00  Arrival of Guests and Dignitaries 

 
Opening Ceremony 
10.00 – 
10.10 

 Introduction of Guests and dignatories 

10.10 – 
10.15  

 National Anthem and Opening Prayers 

10.15 – 
10.20 

 Introductory Remarks – by Professor A.B. Ebeigbe, Executive 
Director, GEIFON 

10.20 – 
10.30 

 Welcome address by Prof. O.G. Oshodin, Vice Chancellor, 
UNIBEN 

10.30 – 
10.40 

 Address by Hon. Minister of Education 

10.40 – 
10.50 

 Address by Executive Secretary, NUC (Professor Julius Okojie) 

10.50 – 
11.00 

 Brief Remarks/Goodwill messages from Speaker, Edo State House 
of Assembly Rt. Hon Bright Omokhodion and Hon. Commissioner 
For Environment, Prince Clem Agba 

11.00 – 
11.10 

 Address by Dr. Joseph Ngu, Country Director, UNESCO, Abuja 

11.10 – 
11.40 

 Overview of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair Programme – by Mrs M. 
Anene-Maidoh, Secretary-General, Nigerian National Commission 
For UNESCO (NATCOM). 

11.40 – 
12.10 

 International Collaboration for the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair 
programme, by Professor Nosa Egiebor (Tuskegee University, 
USA). 

12.10 – 1.00  Fundraising (Prof. A.B. Ebeigbe & Dr. Osu Otu, UNESCO, Abuja) 
Chairman’s Closing Remarks 
Vote of thanks by Dr. Joel  Abolagba 
National Anthem 

 
 
1.00 – 2.00  L U N C H  

2.00 – 3.00  Presentations by representatives of Nigerian Partner Institutions 
(UNIBEN, RSUST, BABCOCK) on status of Environmental Sciences 
in their respective institutions 

3.00 – 4.00  Discussions 
4.00 - 5.00  Campus Tour  

 

 
 

Annexure I 

 

 

 



 

 
 
Day 2: 
9.00 -  11.30  Discussions on Curriculum Development, Networking & 

Partnerships 
11.30 – 
11.45 

 C o f f e e  B r e a k  

11.45 – 1.00  Discussions on Strategic Planning (1) for the UNESCO-GEIFON 
Chair Programme 

1.00 – 2.00  L U N C H  

2/00 – 3.30  Discussions on Strategic Planning (2) and Workplan for the 
UNESCO-GEIFON Chair Programme 

3.30 – 4.00  General Discussions 
4.30 – 5.00  Closing Ceremony/Communique 



 

A Welcome Address  By Pro fessor  Anthony  B.  Ebeigbe ,  
Execut ive  Di rec tor ,  GLOBAL EDUCATIONAL INIT IAT IVE FOR 

N IGERIA (GEIFON)  On  The Occasion  Of  The Open ing  
Ceremony  Of  The  Workshop On Cur r iculum Development ,  
Fund-Ra is ing  And  Strateg ic  P lann ing  Fo r  The  UNESCO-

GEIFON Chai r  P rogramme In  Envi ronmenta l  Sc iences  At  The  
Univers i ty  Of  Ben in ,  Held  At  The Un ivers i ty  Of  Ben in ,  Ben in  

C i ty ,  On  January  27 -28 ,  2011.  
 

Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to this 2-Day UNESCO-sponsored 

Workshop designed for curriculum development, fund raising and strategic 

planning for the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme in Environmental Sciences, 

at the University of Benin.  

 

Although the approval for establishing the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme 

in Environmental Sciences at the University of Benin was conveyed by UNESCO 

in 2009, this workshop represents the start-up activity.  

 

The goal of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme is to reinforce teaching and 

research capacities in Environmental Sciences within a network of participating 

universities in Nigeria and the United States of America. The Nigerian institutions 

are: the University of Benin, Rivers State University of Science & Technology and 

Babcock University while our US partner institutions are: Tuskegee University, 

Alabama and the University of Southern Mississippi.  

 

I am pleased to note that representatives of these institutions are present at this 

workshop – particularly our US partner, Professor Nosa Egiebor. Of course, the 

long-term goal of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme is to develop a critical 

mass of Environmental Sciences graduates and professionals with the capacity to 

use science and technology to solve Environmental problems. 
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A very important group of invitees to this workshop is corporate organizations 

who will be expected to partner with UNESCO to fund the UNESCO-GEIFON 

Chair programme, for sustainability.  

 

I wish to welcome in a very special way, all the distinguished personalities who 

have graced this occasion with their presence – permit me to mention a few: Rt 

Honourable Bright Omokhodion, Speaker, Edo State House of Assembly, the 

Vice Chancellor, University of Benin, Professor O.G. Oshodin, the Executive 

Secretary, National Universities Commission, Professor Julius Okojie, Dr. Sam 

Amadi, Executive Chairman, National Electricity Regulatory Commission (NERC) 

as well as officials of UNESCO offices, Abuja ( Mrs Anene-Maidoh and Dr. Osu 

Otu). 

 

We look forward to your active contributions throughout the period of this 

workshop. 

 

Thank you all. 

 

 

Professor Anthony B. Ebeigbe, 
Executive Director, GEIFON 



 

Welcome Address By The Vice Chancellor, University Of Benin, 
Professor Osayuki G. Oshodin, On The Occasion Of The 
Workshop On Curriculum Development, Fund-Raising And 
Strategic Planning For The UNESCO-GEIFON Chair Programme 
In Environmental Sciences At The University Of Benin, Held At 
The University Of Benin, Benin City, On January 27-28, 2011. 
 

 

It gives me great pleasure, on behalf of the University of Benin, to 

welcome you all to this UNESCO-sponsored Workshop on 

Curriculum Development, Fund-raising and Strategic Planning for the 

UNESCO-GEIFON Chair Programme in Environmental Sciences at the 

University of Benin.  

I am informed that one of the key objectives of this programme is 

to strengthen capacity in Environmental Sciences within a network 

of participating institutions in Nigeria and the USA. This, no doubt, 

is a major contribution to solving environmental problems, 

particularly in the Niger Delta. I am quite pleased to note that 

representatives from Babcock University, Rivers State University 

of science & Technology, Tuskegee University USA as well as  

UNESCO offices in Abuja are present at the workshop. 

 

The innovative nature of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme 

lies in the fact that unlike most other endowed Chairs, a strategic 

workplan for the Chair holder will be developed during this 

workshop. I am also informed that corporate organizations have 

been invited to contribute to funding of the programme. Of course 

we are all aware that a major challenge with novel programmes 

remains inadequate finances to meet the necessary operational 

needs. 
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One unique advantage of this UNESCO-GEIFON Chair 

programme is the opportunity it provides for multidisciplinary 

interaction, considering the fact that Environmental Sciences 

Disciplines cut across several faculties.  

My administration places very high premium on capacity building 

and will provide all necessary support for the success of the 

UNESCO-GEIFON programme. I hope that this will set the tone for 

greater collaboration with UNESCO. 

 

I must mention very proudly that the University of Benin is 

repositioning itself as a frontline player in energy and the 

environment: UNIBEN now hosts the National Centre for 

Energy and Environment (an affiliate of Energy Commission of 

Nigeria). Also, UNIBEN recently got approval for the establishment 

of a NEPAD Centre For Excellence in Water Sciences & 

Technology.  

 

The deliberations you are going to have during this workshop will 

go  a long way in building the foundation for this programme and I 

wish you very fruitful discussions. 

 

To our numerous guests, please enjoy our hospitality. I hope that 

during the course of your visit, you will find time to tour the ancient 

city of Benin and appreciate its rich culture. Once again, I welcome 

you to the University of Benin and wish you a successful workshop. 

Thank you. 

 
Professor Osayuki G. Oshodi,  
Vice Chancellor 



 

AN ADDRESS PRESENTED BY THE EXECUTIVE 

SECRETARY, NATIONAL UNIVERSITIES 

COMMISSION, PROF. JULIUS A. OKOJIE, AT THE 

UNESCO-GEIFON CHAIR PROGRAMME 

PARTNERSHIP WORKSHOP HELD AT THE BANQUET 

HALL, UNIVERSITY OF BENIN, BENIN CITY, ON THE 

27
TH

-28
TH

 JANUARY, 2011. 

 
The National Universities Commission is pleased to identify with the 

University of Benin on this partnership workshop and the entire Chair program. 

Although the university has a few academic challenges, NUC still recognizes 

University of Benin as one of the flagships in the University system in the area 

of academic content and discipline. I am certain that with the new 

management team led by your dynamic Vice-chancellor, Prof. O.G. Oshodin 

and with the co-operation of the governing council, the outstanding issues will 

be adequately addressed. 

 

We are all aware of the NUC system accreditation proposal aimed at 

replacing the present program accreditation exercise. This is geared towards 

preparing our university for the global university rating and I must state here 

that this partnership program is apt and a step in the right direction. 

I must commend UNESCO for sponsoring this partnership and congratulate 

the participating institutions: University of Benin, Rivers State University of 

Science and Technology, Babcock University, Tuskegee University and 

University of southern Mississippi. From the proposal presented, the program 

is quite elaborate and this sensitization workshop is quite timely as it will help 

provide an opportunity for charting the way forward. 

 

This program has come at a time when Federal government of Nigeria is 

emphasizing the private partnership program concept as a way of enhancing 

development in our universities. I must say that this partnership is a value 

added and capacity building program for benefiting universities and is quite 

commendable. 
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Looking at this proposal of the partnership, the program seeks to address the 

major area of the Federal government’s concerns. Activities outlined in the 

partnership program include among others: 

1. Develop and implement collaborative undergraduate course modules in 

Environmental Science. 

2. Improve laboratory and library facilities. 

3. Increase students’ participation in Research experience. 

4. Motivate science major to undertake postgraduate program. 

All the above activities are really geared towards addressing the major 

mandates of the university in the area of research and teaching and are in line 

with the Federal Government policy on improving the education sector, hence 

my commendation of the initiators of this partnership program. 

 

I have observed that NUC has been identified as one of the supporting stake-

holders; let me assure this gathering that the commission will definitely play its 

role adequately. 

 

Finally I like to encourage the participants at this workshop to come out with 

realizable decisions as would enable the entire program take off in May 2011 

as proposed and ensure the sustainability of the program. 

 

THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION. 



 

ADDRESS DELIVERED BY DR. J. NGU, DIRECTOR AND 

COUNTRY REPERSENTATIVE, UNESCO ABUJA, AT THE 

WORKSHOP ON CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, FUND-

RAISING AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR THE UNESCO- 

GEIFON CHAIR PRIGRAM IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES, 

HELD AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BENIN, JANUARY 27-28, 2011. 

 

All Protocols observed. 

 

I am delighted and honoured to be invited to this workshop. Let me begin 

by expressing my gratitude to the organizers for giving me the 

opportunity to make a few remark on behalf of UNESCO, which as you 

know has been a long-standing partner with the Federal Government and 

peoples of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. I should also like to commend 

Global Educational Initiative for Nigeria (GEIFON) for their laudable 

efforts in ensuring that this workshop is a success. 

 

UNESCO has played significant roles in the implementation of 

environmental science initiatives and management of the natural 

environment. Through its man and biosphere program (MAB), UNESCO 

has developed the basis within the natural and social sciences for the 

rational and sustainable use and conservation of the resources of the 

biosphere and for the improvement of the overall relationship between 

people and their environment. The program focuses on predicting the 

consequences of today’s actions on tomorrow’s world and thereby 

increasing people’s ability to efficiently manage natural resources for the 

well-being of both human population and the environment. MAB 

program emphasizes an integrated approach in addressing biodiversity 

and climate change challenges. 

 

UNESCO in its 2008-2013 medium-term strategic plan for natural 

sciences placed emphasis on environmental issues and climate change. 

UNESCO relies on interdisciplinary mechanisms combining science, 

culture and education, to find solutions for reducing the current rate of 

biodiversity loss for the benefit of both the environment and human 

populations around the globe and to promote mitigation and adaptation 

measures to climate change, including through enhanced education and 

public awareness. Currently, UNESCO is interested in: 

 

 

• The use of  participatory approaches for biodiversity conservation, 

climate change adaptation and mitigation 
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• Promoting biosphere and ecosystem knowledge and 

communication networks for minimizing biodiversity loss, 

mitigating and adaptation to climate change and enhancing human 

well-being. 

• Promoting and supporting capacity-building and awareness-raising 

programmes toward climate change mitigation and adaptation. 

 

UNESCO has constituted thematic working group to identify concrete 

environmental problems and climate change mitigation measures that 

need to be taken to attain well-defined results and desired impacts in 

member states. 

 

In order to spread the benefits of its global environmental programmes, 

UNESCO has established the UNESCO/UNITWIN chairs (University 

Twinning and Networking Scheme) programme which involve the 

establishment of UNESCO chairs and UNITWIN networks in higher 

education institutions. This UNESCO program enhances the capacity 

building of higher education and research institution through the 

exchange of knowledge, in a spirit of international solidarity. It promotes 

north-south, south-south and triangular cooperation to develop 

institutions. There are 200 of the university chairs in the 

UNESCO/UNITWIN chairs programme in the natural sciences. In 

Nigeria, there are three UNESCO chairs: 

• UNESCO chairs on the Use of New Technologies in Adult and 

Non-formal Education (160), established in 1999 at the University 

of Ibadan (Nigeria). Its main objective is to address literacy; Non-

formal education; continuing education; Teacher education; 

Community development; Distance education. 

• UNESCO chair in earth sciences Geo-resources Engineering 

Management (725), established in 2006 at the university of Ibadan 

(Nigeria). It promotes an integrated system of research, training, 

information and documentation in order to identify ways of 

utilizing Africa’s natural resources through close collaboration of 

scientists, engineers, economists and social scientists. 

• UNESCO-GEIFON chair in environmental sciences (862), 

established in 2009 at the university of Benin (Nigeria), to promote 

the exchange programmes, research, capacity building and the 

study of Environmental Science courses in the universities. 

 

The main objectives of the UNESCO-GEIFON chairs are to: 

• Develop and implement collaborative undergraduate course 

modules in environmental sciences which could be taken for credit 



 

towards the B.Sc.; M.Sc.; or PhD degrees in partner institutions 

and will be developed as to facilitate short-term travel by 

international exchange students to Nigeria and vice-versa. 

• Increase student partnership in “undergraduate research 

experience”. 

• Improve laboratory and library facilities and increase multi-media 

(IT) instructional facilities. 

• Motivate science majors from all three participating Nigeria 

institution, to join the M.Sc.; PhD program in environmental 

science at the university. 

 
In order to effectively implement the activities of the UNESCO-GEIFON 

chair, there is needed to make concerted efforts in: 

• Providing adequate support and funding of the UNESCO-GEIFON 

chair program to implement its activities in Nigeria and beyond. 

• Promoting joint collaborative efforts with oil and gas and other 

relevant companies and agencies working in the environmental 

science sector. 

• Supporting science, technology and innovation policies and 

promoting best practices on conservation of the natural 

environment and biodiversity management. 

• Facilitating adequate budget appropriation for advocacy and 

capacity building program in environmental sciences. 

• Promoting environmental science education in school and amongst 

the local people. 

• Strengthening the institutional capacities of local institution to 

develop appropriate mitigation and adaptation measures to cope 

with the effect of climate change. 

• Educating and building the capacity of the local people to become 

aware and concerned about their natural environment and its 

associated problems. 

• Building the knowledge, attitudes, commitments and skill of local 

people to work individually and collectively towards solving 

environmental problems and prevention of new ones. 

• Involving managers of the environmental sector and all 

stakeholders to understand their role and participate actively in 

major decision-making process. 

 

 

UNESCO will continue to support and collaborate with relevant 

stakeholders to promote environmental science programmes and 

education in schools at all levels as well as provide technical assistance, 



 

play advisory role and work in collaboration with the management of 

UNESCO-GEIFON chair to realize its set targets and goals. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, I wish you a successful workshop, and urge all 

participants to use the knowledge acquired from this workshop in 

supporting and promoting the activities of the UNESCO-GEIFON chair 

program in environmental sciences. 

 

Thank you.  

 

Dr. Joseph Ngu, 

Director/Country Representative, 

UNESCO Abuja Office. 
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Presented by
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Outline of Presentation

! About UNESCO

! UNITWIN & UNESCO Chairs Programmes

! Aims & Objectives of the UNESCO Chairs Scheme

! Criteria for establishing a UNESCO Chair

! Role of the UNESCO Chair holder

! Distribution of the UNESCO Chairs

! The UNESCO-GEIFON Chair

! Aim, Objectives & Focus of Activities

! Funding and annual estimates

! Partners

! Enablers for Sustainability

! Way ahead…

! Expectations of UNESCO

About UNESCO

! Founded on 16th November 1945, to contribute 
to international peace and security by building 
“peace in the minds of men”.

! Promotes collaboration among nations through:
- Education
- Natural Sciences
- Social and Human Sciences
- Culture
- Communication
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Mission Statement

! As a specialized agency of the United 
Nations, UNESCO contributes to the 
building of peace, the alleviation of 
poverty, sustainable development and 
intercultural dialogue through 
education, the 
sciences, culture, communication and 
information.”

Functions of UNESCO

! Laboratory of Ideas, including foresight;

! Standard Setter to forge universal 
agreements on emerging ethical issues;

! Clearing House for the dissemination and 
sharing of knowledge and information;

! Builder of institutional and human 
capacities;

! Catalyst for international cooperation.

UNESCO Organs

UNESCO Works through:
! General Conference

- Determines the policy and main lines of work of UNESCO

- Approves the Programme and Budget

- Elects members of the Executive Board

- Appoints, every four years, the Director-General

! Executive Board
- Has 58 members

- Meets twice a year (Spring and Autumn)

- Prepares the work of the General Conference

- Examines the Programme and Budget

- Ensures the implementation of the decisions of the General Conference

! Secretariat
- Consists of the Director-General and his staff
- Makes proposals for action by the Executive Board and the General Conference
- Implements the Approved Programme and Budget

! National Commissions
-Their roles are: advisory, consultation, liaison, information, preparation, execution 
and evaluation of UNESCO programmes

WHAT IS UNITWIN? 

! The abbreviation for the UNIVERSITY TWINNING 
PROGRAMME and networking scheme set up in 
1992.

! To advance research, training and programme 
development in higher education by building 
university networks and encouraging inter-university 
cooperation through transfer of knowledge across 
borders.



FOCUS OF UNITWIN

! Twinning and other linking arrangements between 
universities in key disciplines mainly related to 
sustainable development.

UNITWIN PROGRAMMES:

! Support for higher education networks; and

! UNESCO Chairs Scheme

The UNESCO Chairs Scheme

! An associate scheme of the UNITWIN
initiative.

! Established by UNESCO in conjunction 
with other  
institutions, associations, organizations or 
funding agencies.

Aim of the UNESCO Chair 

!To develop international programmes 
geared towards reinforcing teaching 
and research capacities in selected 
disciplines at higher education 
institutions (HEIs) mainly in developing 
countries.

Objectives of the UNESCO Chair 

! Provide the academic community with 
opportunity to be affiliated with UNESCO

! Contribute directly to the implementation 
of UNESCO’s strategic objectives

! Achievement of the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs)



Value of the UNESCO Chair Programme

! Functions as “think tanks” and “bridge builders”;

! Strengthening North-South, South-South and North-
South-South cooperation;

! Creating poles of excellence and innovation at regional 
and sub-regional level;

! Reinforcing the dynamism of networks and partnerships;

! Establishing new teaching programmes and generating 
new ideas through research and reflection; and

! Facilitating enrichment of existing university 
programmes while respecting cultural diversity.

CRITERIA FOR ESTABLISHING A          
UNESCO CHAIR

! Must be proposed by a recognized and accredited 
higher education institution;

! Include a comprehensive system of research, training, 
information and documentation activities;

! Have an impact at the international, regional, sub-
regional or interregional levels and involve working 
within an inter-university network;

! Have interdisciplinary content within a single Chair 
defined as a network (interdisciplinary openness, 
including through joint activities and in synergy with 
other UNESCO Chairs;

! Have identified a future project leader;

CRITERIA FOR ESTABLISHING A 
UNESCO CHAIR (cont.)

! Have the necessary funding for the activities foreseen, or be in a position to 
mobilize additional funds;

! Contribute to stimulating and developing intellectual and educational 
activities and to the impact and implications of such activities on 
development;

! Seek to provide supervision to and exchanges among students and young 
researchers of the country and the region;

! Be linked to requests by the country/region, including by decision-
makers, civil society and local authorities;

! Project must be accompanied by a letter of support from the National 
Commission and supporting documents from institutional and financial 
partners. 

! Deadline for submission of proposals is 30 April of each year. Projects 
submitted after that date will be considered the following year.

Criteria for the Selection of a UNESCO  
Chair Holder or Coordinator

! Academic reputation – should be a renown specialist in 
the domain(s) to be covered by the Chair;

! Have  the capacity and experience to promote 
cooperation at national, regional and international 
levels;

! Be willing and able to mobilize resources from private 
and public sectors.

! (To promote gender equality, UNESCO encourages the 
nomination of women as UNESCO Chair holders);

! Appointment to a UNESCO Chair may also be on a 
rotating basis among partner institutions.



Role of the UNESCO Chair Holder 

! Programming;

! Organization and promotion of academic activities;

! Dissemination of publications;

! Fund-raising;

! Effective coordination of activities to ensure cross-
border involvement in the project and improve its 
impact nationally, regionally and internationally.

Activities of the UNESCO Chair

! Programme development in non-traditional areas at 
undergraduate and postgraduate levels;

! Exchange of lecturers, students and researchers;

! Lectures on topics relevant to the field covered by UNESCO 
Chair (some of which could be made available online);

! Research corresponding to the research strategies of 
UNESCO’s various Sectors;

! Workshops, seminars, national, regional and international 
meetings/conferences;

! Publications; 

! Establishment of or participation in virtual communities of 
practices.

Distribution of UNESCO Chairs 

!Over 638 Chairs 

!In 70 fields

!In over 770 institutions 

!In 126 countries

Distribution by Field 
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Distribution of Chairs by Region 
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Current Chairs in Nigeria  

! UNESCO Chair on the Use of New Technologies in Adult 
and Non-Formal Education (1999), University of Ibadan

! UNESCO Chair in Open and Distance Learning 
(2002), National Open University of Nigeria, Lagos

! UNESCO Chair in Information Technology 
(2004), Federal University of Technology, Yola

! UNESCO Chair in Earth Sciences and Geo-resources 
Engineering Management (2006) University of Ibadan

! UNESCO-GEIFON Chair in Environmental Sciences 
(2009), University of Benin

The UNESCO-GEIFON Chair  
Programme

! Established in 2009 following UNESCO guidelines 
for the establishment of UNESCO Chairs.

! GEIFON- Global Educational Initiative for Nigeria is 
a non-governmental organization committed to 
promoting global educational partnerships.

! Its primary objective is to serve as a major catalyst 
and forum for facilitating and strengthening global 
educational partnerships with Nigerian institutions of 
higher learning in Nigeria.



Objectives of the UNESCO-
GEIFON Chair Programme

! To promote an integrated system of 
research, training, information and documentation in 
the field of Environmental Sciences.

! To serve as a means of facilitating collaboration 
between high-level, internationally recognized 
researchers and teaching staff of the University of 
Benin and other institutions in Nigeria, Africa and 
the USA.

Focus of Activities of the Chair

! Develop and implement collaborative undergraduate 
course modules in Environmental Sciences, which could 
be taken for credit towards the B.Sc., M.Sc. And PhD 
degrees in partner institutions and will be developed to 
facilitate short-term travels by international exchange 
students and vice-versa.

! Increase laboratory and library facilities and increase 
multimedia instructional facilities.

! Motivate science majors from all three participating 
Nigerian institutions to join the M.Sc. or PhD programme 
in Environmental Sciences at the University of Benin.

Participating Institutions 

! University of Benin (Lead Institution)- GEIFON  will 
be responsible for coordinating the activities of the 
Chair

! Rivers State University of Science & Tech, P/H

! Babcock University, Ilisan, Ogun State

! Tuskegee University, Tuskegee, USA

! University of Southern Mississippi, USA

Duration 

! 4 years, beginning from May 2011 (This 
workshop is a start-up activity sponsored 
by UNESCO for an effective take-off).

! Agreement renewed on request by host 
institution and based on assessment of 
work done by the UNESCO Chair after 4 
years.



Funding

!Seed take-off grant provided by 
UNESCO

!Expected financial support from:

- Corporate bodies

- Government agencies

- Industrial & commercial enterprises

- Universities and other HEIs

Annual Funding Requirements 

! Salary of Chair holder

! Salary of Programme Officer, GEIFON

! Salary of Office & support personnel

! Funds for graduate students support

! Funds for undergraduate “summer” internships

! Local and international travels for students & professors

! Project vehicles (Chair and GEIFON) plus running cost

! Travel support for GEIFON Chair, Professors, graduate and undergraduate 
students for inter-network visits and presentations at national meetings.

! Public outreach for website development, management and information 
technology support.

! Annual conference & workshops.

! Annual estimate: One hundred million naira

Proposed Partners

! Education Trust Fund

! Niger delta Development Commission (NDDC)

! National Universities Commission (NUC)

! Petroleum Technology Development Fund (PTDF)

! Federal Ministry of Environment

! Federal Ministry of Science & Technology

! Ministry of Niger Delta

! Senate Committee on Environment

! House Committee on Environment

! Presidential Adviser on Environment

! Oil & Gas Companies (ExxonMobil, Shell, Agip, etc)

Enablers for Sustainability 

! Government funding

! University support

! Support from private sector organizations e.g. oil 
companies

! Support from collaborating institutions

! Support from other partners (national & international)

! Need for GEIFON to obtain commitment from partners 
well ahead of time to meet annual requirements

! Critical global network – cooperation at 
national, regional and international levels



A Best Practice on Partnership  

! UNESCO Chair on Intercultural Studies & Teacher Education 
(2000), University of London

! Partners:

- International Association of Intercultural Education

- The Commission for racial equality

- The UNICEF in Kosovo

- The UK UNESCO Commission

- The Development Education Association

- The University of Lunenberg

- The International Broadcasting Trust

- The BBC

- The National Union of Teachers

- The High Education Funding Council

Way ahead …

! Annual progress reports (before 31 May each year)

! Report on outcomes of Chair in 1st 12 months of 
implementation

! Impact on capacity building and knowledge sharing  
and on national and regional policies

! Maintain regular communication with UNESCO 
Secretariat for technical guidance, technical support 
and possibly n the planning and implementation of 
events of UNESCO 
(meetings, conferences, publications, studies.

Expectations of UNESCO 

! Internal evaluation every biennium, in collaboration with 
the National Commission for UNESCO

! Consultation meetings, workshops that include partners

! Visits by UNESCO staff to the Chair

! Play its role as a catalyst by encouraging the Chair to 
become “a pole of excellence and innovation” i.e. a 
combination of universities, higher institutions, training & 
research centres ,within a geographical   
location, working on joint projects of an innovative 
nature. 

Conclusion

! A number of UNESCO Chairs hosted by 
Nigerian universities were “still born” due to 
lack of funding and foresight, poor structure 
for operation as well as poor vision.

! This workshop should address such issues and 
develop a strategic plan that will ensure the 
sustainability of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair.



Thank you for your attention



Nosa!O.!Egiebor
Professor!&!U.S.!Dept!of!Energy!Chair!of!Excellence
Environmental!Engineering!Program,!Dept.!of!Chemical!Engineering
Tuskegee!University
Tuskegee,!AL!36088,!USA

! Historical!Perspectives!on!African!Science!&!
Technology

! Role!of!Science!&!Technology!in!National!
Development!! Lessons!from!the!East

! The!African!Renaissance!Institute!of!Science!&!
Technology!(ARIST)

! International!Partnerships!for!UNESCO"GEIFON!Chair!
Program!in!UNIBEN

! Critical!Need!for!Science!&!Technology!Investments!in!
Africa!(Nigeria!in!Particular)

! Conclusions

! The!history!of!science!has!shown!that!ancient!Africa!
achieved!as!much!scientific!innovations!and!
technological!feats!as!any!other!part!of!the!world.

! In!ancient!Mali!world!class!scholars!!used!State"of"
the"Art!methods!&!texts!to!train!students!who!were!
probably!the!first!university!students in!the!world.

! In!Egypt!the!pyramids!still!remain!as!some!of!the!
greatest!examples!of!human!achievements!in!
logistics!and!engineering

! The!Benin!empire!was!probably!the!first!civilization!
to!develop!artifacts!and!weapons!from!Bronze!
casting.

! There!are!numerous!examples!of!technological!
achievements!throughout!Africa!! But!almost!all!
were!ancient!African!achievements

! Following!our!contact!with!Western!civilization!there!was!
a!major!psychological!shift!in!African!development.

! We!began!to!see!technology!as!something!that!we!
consume rather!than!what!we!can!master!&!harness!for!
our!developmental!needs.

! Science!is!now!seen!as!a!scholarly!subject!to!study,!and!
sometimes!teach!or!engage!in!for!it’s!own!sake.

! Our!natural!resources!are!seen!as!sources!of!foreign!
exchange!to!be!exported!without!value!addition!in!order!
to!pay!for!technological!imports!to!meet!our!newly!
acquired!tastes.
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! In!the!1950’s!and!1960’s!Africa!was!focused!largely!on!
Independence!and!Pan"Africanism.

! We!established!some!excellent!and!promising!educational!
institutions!&!universities!all!over!Africa.!

! A!series!of!economic!development!plans &!
manufacturing!efforts!were!also!initiated!over!the!
following!couple!of!decades.

! However,!much!of!the!early!promises!in!Africa!have!not!
been!realized!– the!question!is!why?
! Lost!focus!" No!sustained!investments!in!S&T!capacity!building???

! Value!system!changed!– from!service to!material!acquisition???

! The!countries!in!the!East!(e.g.!China,!Israel,!Taiwan,!Korea,!
Singapore,!Malaysia)!had!a!different!vision!&!approach.

! For!example,!the!Diaspora!started!to!return!to!Israel!after!1948!to!
establish!and!strengthen!Technion and!other!universities!!
resulted!in!the!transformation!of!Israel.

! Taiwan,!Korea,!Singapore,!China,!India,!and!Malaysia!have!
transformed!themselves!into!quasi"developed!countries!within!a!
generation!through!a!strong!focus!on!science!and!technology!as!
an!engine!of!economic!development:
" Trained critical!mass!of!highly!skilled!S&T!workers.

" Invested in!research,!innovation,!and!development!(identified!early!
opportunities!such!as!silicon!electronics…)

" Developed!entrepreneurship!and!value!addition in!a!global!context

" Nurtured strong!linkages!to!their!Diaspora!populations.

! The!real!question!is!" How!can!we!integrate!the!

efforts!within!Africa!to!build!a!critical!mass!of!

people!that!can!use!science,!technology!and!

innovation!as!engines!for!development?

! Part!of!the!answer!is!to!develop!effective!

networks that!can!build!on!existing!

institutional!capacities!and!initiativeswhile!

linking!the!Diasporawith!those!at!home!in!Africa

! The!goal!of!developing!networks!that!can!use!science!and!
technology!as!a!tool!for!African!development!stimulated!
the!creation!of!!the!African!Renaissance!Institute!of!
Science!&!Technology!(ARIST) in!December!2008.

! The!idea!emerged!from!joint!discussions!between!a!few!
African!scientists:!
! Princeton!Univ.,!USA (Wole!Soboyejo)

! Tuskegee!University.,!USA (Nosa!O.!Egiebor)

! Intl.!Inst.!For!Water!&!Environ.!Engin.,!Burkina!Faso!(!Paul!Ginies!and!
Amadou!Hama!Maiga)

! ARIST!was!created!in!December!2008!at!an!inaugural!
meeting!held!at!Princeton!University.



! The!main!aim!of ARIST is!to!leverage!both!!African!
&!International!(Diaspora)!human!and!material!
resources!to:
" Develop!S&T!partnerships!&!networks in!existing!African!

institutions.

" Help train!a!critical!mass!of!research!level!scientists!&!
engineers.

" Support innovation,!entrepreneurship,!value!addition,!
&!wealth!creation.!

" Facilitate synergistic!linkages to!promote!economic!
developments!through!S&T!education!+!R&D!+!
Innovation.

" Assist!in!Fund!raising!to!support!S&T!efforts!in!Africa

! Project!#1 !Africa"US!Higher!Education!Partnership!:!
Funded!by!United!States!Agency!for!international!Dev!
(USAID).!$8.1!Million!over!5!Years
" Establish!3!Centers!of!Excellence!in!Environmental!Science!&!

Engineering
! International!Inst.!For!Water!&!Environmental!Engineering!(2iE)!Burkina!

Faso!! Prof.!Hama!Maiga

! University!of!Benin!(UNIBEN)!! Prof.!Felix!Okieimen &!Prof.!Toni!Ebeigbe

! University!of!Mines!&!Technology!(UMAT)!! Prof.!Richard!Amankwah

! Project!#2!!Curriculum!Development!for!the!African!
University!of!Science!&!Technology!(AUST),!Abuja.!Funded!by!
African!Development!Bank!(AfDB).!$12!million!over!4!Years

! Project!#3 ! Program!for!NEPAD!Centers!of!Excellence!in!
Water!Science!&!Technology!! Prof.!Toni!Ebeigbe

! ARIST!has!agreed!to!partner!with!the!UNESCO"GEIFON!
Chair!program!in!!UNIBEN!to!use!their!broad!local!&!
Diaspora!networks as!a!catalyst!for!the!development!
of!the!program.

! The!ARIST!– UNESCO/GEIFON!Chair!partnership!will!
include!forming!networks!that!will!link:!
" Africa!to!Africa!in!S&T!capacity!building
" Africa!to!the!international!&!Diaspora!S&T!community.
" Help!raise!funds!locally!and!internationally
" Assist!in!developing!curricula!for!UNESCO"GEIFON!Chair
" Physically!engage!in!teaching,!research,!&!mentorship.

! However!the!span!of!activities!must!range!from!ideas!
to!markets!! Innovation,!entrepreneurship,!value!
addition,!&!wealth!creation.!

! Let’s!take!a!pictorial!journey!of!the!State!of!Science!&Technol.!in!the!World

! Land!Area!proportions:!Africa:!20.4%!of!total!land!area!of!the!world



! Africa:!922!million!!14.5%!of!total!world!population!



! We!started!well!in!the!1950s!&!1960s!with!great!
promise!!We!created!excellent!educational!
institutions;!and!supported!quality!education,!S&T!&!
research.

! Along!the!way!we!lost!focus!on!the!important!
things:!Education;!Excellence;!Innovation;!
Entrepreneurship;!Wealth!creation;!&!Service!to!our!
population.

! We!became!contented!with!selling!raw!materials,!
de"emphasized!quality!in!education!and!service!in!
favour of!individual!wealth!&!material!acquisition.

! Sheikh!Anta!DiopUniversity,!Dakar,!Senegal

! Students!line!up!outside!library!before!8:00!am!opening!time!to!be!sure!of!a!spot!to!study.

! University!built!in!the!1960s!to!accommodate!5,000!students,!currently!enrolls!over!

60,000!students!

! A!Chemistry!lab!at!Anta!Diop University,!Senegal.



! A!student!in!a!chemistry!lab!class!in!Dakar

! Leadership,!focus,!passion,!dedication,!investments,!&!commitment!to!
act.!

! A!concerted!effort!to!build!partnership!for!a!World"class!S&T!Human!
capacity!development:

! Africans!at!home!&!Diasporas!must!work!together

! Friends!of!Africa!around!the!world.

! Leverage!our!relatively!poor!financial!resources!for!maximum!impact!
through!partnerships!and!collaborations.

! Build!centers!of!excellence!in!specific!fields!where!we!have!comparative!
advantages!or!major!problems.

! Emphasize!innovation,!entrepreneurship,!&!wealth!creation!based!on!
science!&!Technology.

! Find!the!resources!&!funds!needed!from!all!around!the!world!!
UNESCO"GEIFON!Chair!Program,!etc.



The UNESCO –Sponsored Workshop On Curriculum Development, Fund-

Raising And Strategic Planning For The UNESCO – GEIFON Chair 

Programme In Environmental Sciences, Held At The University Of Benin, 

Benin City, Nigeria.  

27- 28 January, 2011. 

STRATEGIC PLAN  

FOR THE UNESCO-GEIFON CHAIR PROGRAMME IN ENVIRONMENTAL 

SCIENCES 

 

VISION AND MISSION STATEMENTS 

Our approach in outlining the Strategic Goals of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair 

programme is contained in a vision of where we see the programme in the next four 

years; next, we outline the strategic activities that will allow us to achieve the vision. 

Also, appropriate implementation strategies that will be used to gauge our success are 

incorporated into the Strategic Plan. 

 

VISION 

The UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme will be an internationally-recognized centre of 

excellence for preparing future leaders in Environmental Sciences disciplines, who are 

equipped to address complex interdisciplinary environmental problems through 

collaborative research, training and education. 

 

MISSION 

The mission of the UNESCO-GEIFON Chair programme in Environmental Sciences is 

to create a world-class environmental teaching and research centre at the University of 

Benin, which will promote capacity building in Nigeria and internationally, through 

collaborative research, education, community service, and outreach activities, in 
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response to critical societal needs, to resolve pressing environmental problems in 

sustainable development.  

 

STRATEGIC GOAL No. 1:  

Provide Postgraduate Certification in essential areas 

Activities  

a. Identify essential areas and beneficiaries 

b. Identify the personnel  

c. Define eligibility specification 

d. Identify and procure the facilities 

e. Develop the curriculum 

f. Establish networking 

g. Obtain necessary accreditation 

h. Fund raising 

Outcomes 

a. Skilled workers  

b. Inventory of essential areas produced 

c. List of identified experts 

d. Eligibility criteria developed 

e. Essential facilities procured 

f. Curriculum developed 

g. Network established 

h. Programmes accredited 

i. Funds generated 

Performance indicators 

a. No of skilled workers 

b. No of training organized 

c. List of essential areas 

d. Database of experts completed 

e. Eligibility requirements specified 

f. List of acquired equipment and facility  

g. Copy of approved curriculum 



h. No of MOU signed and list of participants 

i. Approval document 

j. Amount raised and list of donors 

STRATEGIC GOAL No. 2:  

Provide technical support in curriculum development to partner institutions  

Activities  

a. Standardization of curriculum to international standard 

b. Internalize curricula – relevance to local needs 

c. Hold regular seminars and workshops 

Outcomes  

a. Standardized curriculum to meet needs 

b. Information and ideas shared 

Performance indicators 

a. No of curriculum standardized 

b. Curriculum and workshop reports produced 

 

STRATEGIC GOAL No. 3:  

Engage in public environmental education and awareness campaign. 

Activities 

a. Organize seminars and workshop 

b. Encourage students to form environmental clubs 

c. Public sensitization on environmental issues through print and electronic media 

Outcomes 

a. Ideas and information shared 

b. Established environmental clubs in partner institutions 

c. Public awareness created 

Performance indicators 

a. No of workshops and seminars, publications 



b. No of clubs established in institutions 

c. No of sensitization programmes and beneficiaries 

 

STRATEGIC GOAL No. 4:  

Assist in the development and implementation of MSc and PhD programmes. 

Activities 

a. Curriculum development assistance 

b. Develop student and lecturers’ exchange programmes 

c. Development of relevant research projects 

d. Sponsor research activities 

e. Assist/train in research proposal development and communication 

Outcomes 

a. Standardized curricula developed 

b. Exchange programs organized 

c. Identified and relevant Research projects developed 

d. Research activities sponsored 

e. Research proposal writing and communication skills developed 

Measurable performance indicators 

a. No of curricula approved and internationalized 

b. No of exchange programme participants 

c. No of exchange programme 

d. No of research projects 

e. No of research activities sponsored 

f. No of successful proposals and publications 

 



UNESCO-SPONSORED WORKSOP ON

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT FUND 

RAISING AND STRATEGIC PLANNING
For the 

UNESCO-GEIFON Chair Programme in 

Environmental Sciences at the 

University of Bennin, Nigeria

January 27-28, 2011

Historical Background

BABCOCK UNIVERSITY (BU)

• One of 106 worldwide conglomerate Universities 
& Colleges owned by the Seventh-Day Adventist 
Church supervised by the Adventist Accrediting 
Association, General Conference Hqts MD, USA 

• All operate as non-profit Private Universities

• Established 1959 as Adventist College of West 
Africa

• Licensed by the FGN as a Private University in 
1999

Environmental Science

• BU is organized into four Schools – Law, 
Education & Humanities, Management & 
Social Sciences and Science & Technology

• A fifth School is in the offing – College of 
Health & Medical  Sciences

• Environmental Sciences (ES) reside in the 
School of Science & Tech in the Dept of 
Chemical & Environmental Sciences

• The Department offers Biochemistry & ES up 
to Postgraduate level &  PhD
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State of Environmental Science in BU

• Multidisplinary approach – Faculties from ES, 

Biochem, Chemistry, Biology, Microbiol, Agric 

Sc, Public Health, Business & Mgt Studies, Law 

& Religion 

• 16 Faculties including 9 Professors 

• Robust curriculum at PG level – MSc, PhD in 

ES with Business Mgt.

Our Mission & Philosophy in ES

BU Mission: Building people for leadership through 
quality Christian education, transforming lives, 
impacting society for positive change

• The CES Dept is established as a tower of truth and 
knowledge, to offer high quality professional and 
general education in ES to prepare men and women 
for responsible, clean and sustainable environment in 
the service to God and humanity

• We seek understanding of God’s created perfect 
environment to develop excellence in the whole 
human and inspire total commitment to sustainable 
development 

• Providing students with a sound theoretical and 
applied knowledge in environmental issues with large 
practical components

The Rationale

• Concerns about the environment has taken a central place 
in our everyday life and indeed our future wellbeing

• Concept of sustainability is also acknowledged in policy 
areas throughout the developed and developing world

• Our ES curriculum provides candidates with the essential 
techniques and quantitative skills for a career in 
environmental research & sustainability

• Provides a foundation in the science and social sciences of 
environmental issues, policies and management 

• Adopts an interdisciplinary approach to environmental 
issues at local, national and international levels combined 
with sound practical training in environmental 
management

Our Objectives
• To train students in the methods of scientific 

enquiry for those wishing to pursue academic 

career in ES research and/or teaching

• To provide insight into Environmental and 

Ecological issues and modern analytical 

techniques needed to investigate them with a 

view to finding lasting solution and achieving 

sustainable environment 



Our Curriculum
•PROGRAMME STRUCTURE - PhD 

•Core courses

•GEGS 901 Religion, Faith and morality 2

•GEGS 902 Statistics 2

•GEGS 903 Research Proposal & Writing 2

•EVBM 901 Advanced Ecology 3

•EVBM 902 Environmental Impact Assessment II 2

•EVBM 903 Environmental Regulation & Standards 2

•EVBM 920 Current Topics in Ecotoxicology & Pollution Mgt 2

•EVBM 973 Seminar 2

•EVBM 998 Research Project 6

•Electives: 

•Options & Specialization

•At least 9 – 13 units of electives spread over at least two specialized areas including 

minimum of two management courses

•Ecotoxicology & Genotoxicology

•EVBM 904 Ecotoxicology II 2

•EVBM 905 Ecotoxicology III 3

•EVBM 907 Genotoxicology I 2

•EVBM 908    Genotoxicology II 3

Electives cont.

•Pollution Management 

•EVBM 909 Environmental Pollution & Management II 3

•BCHM 912 Environmental Science & Toxicology (EnTox) 3

•

•Health and Disease control

•MBIO 942: Advanced Epidemiology 2

•

•Environmental Physiology and Microbiology

•SOSC 922 Soil Microbiology & Biochemistry 2

•MBIO 961 Advanced Environmental Microbiology 2

• PROGRAMME STRUCTURE – MSc

• Core courses

• GEGS 801 Religion, Faith and morality 2

• GEGS 802 Statistics 2

• EVBM 801 Advanced Ecology 3

• EVBM 802 Environmental Impact Assessment I 2

• EVBM 803 Socioeconomics & Environmental Law 2

• EVBM 873 Seminar 2

• EVBM 898 Research Project 6

• Cognate Requirements

• EVMB 867 Internship 2

•

• There are two major options:

• Ecotoxicology and Pollution Control 

• Sustainable development and Ecotourism

• Electives: 

• Options & Specialization

• At least 11 – 15 units of electives spread over 3-5 specialized areas including minimum of two 
management courses

• Ecotoxicology

• EVBM 804 Ecotoxicology I 2

• EVBM 815 Pesticide Science 2

• Electives cntd

• Pollution Management 

• EVBM 805 Environmental Pollution & Management I 3

• EVBM 817 Environmental Chemistry and Chemical Pollution 2

•
• Ecology, Biodiversity and Sustainable Development

• EVBM 806 Water resources and Management 2

• EVBM 807 Biodiversity and Biotechnology 2

• EVBM 810 Remote sensing, Vegetation and Land use 2

• EVBM 811 Vegetation description 2

• EVBM 812 Aquatic Ecology 2

• EVBM 814 Experimental Animal Cultures and Breeding 1

•

• Health and Disease control

• MBIO 809: Advanced Epidemiology 2

• EVBM 809 Pest and Disease Control and Management 2

•
• Environmental Physiology and Microbiology

• EVBM 813 Environmental Physiology 2

• EVBM 818 Advanced Soil and Microbial Ecology 2

• MBIO 814 Environmental Microbiology 2

• EVBM 816 Survey of Analytical Methods 2

•

• Conservation and Ecotourism

• EVBM 819 Ecotourism 2

• EVBM 820 Conservation Biology 2



Our Activities
• Organized and hosted the Babcock 2008 ,15th Annual 

Conference of the Environment Behaviour Association 

of Nigeria (EBAN) – 2008

• Concluding a negotiation with the Lagos State Govt. –

Ministry of Environment on Environmental  Impact 

Assessment (EIA) project of the National Theatre 

Lakefront, its Bioremediation, Restoration, Landscaping 

and Beautification

• Hosting an International workshop on the ‘Use of GIS & 

Remote Sensing  in Research & National Development 

in collaboration with NASRDA, Abuja, LLU, CA, Sambus

(ESRI regional Distributor) with particular focus on 

Environmental & Disaster Management & Sustainability 

– You are cordially invited

• Researches in ES – Renewable Energy 

Resources & Waste to Wealth: Biogas, Biodisel

etc, Heavy metal Transport, metabolism & 

bioremidiation

• One of our current PhD research student and 

also a lecturer in Analytical Chemistry & your 

own proud alumnus is here with us  

Scope of ES coverage
• Vegetation studies

• Soil studies

• Hydrobiological studies

• Hydrology and hydrogeology

• Air quality assessment

• Climate and meteorology

• Animal resources

• Environmentally sensitive and already degraded areas

• Socio-economics

• Health impact assessment

• Consultations with local interest parties and affected groups

• A.     Environmental Management

• Sustainable Development

• Water, Land & Air pollution & Mgt

• Drought monitoring & impact assessment Mine & waste pollution

• Environmental Impact Assessment

•
• B.     Disaster Management

• Flood & Erosion

• Monitoring Forest fires

• Natural disasters [Earthquake, volcanic flow & eruption, volcanic ash

• plumes] monitoring & response

• Tracking Oil spill

• Pipeline monitoring

• National & local border delineation & Mgt

•
• C.     Agriculture

• Production

• Disease infestation monitoring & harvest

• Forest & Crop reserves

• Precision farming

• Monitoring Irrigation practices

• Poverty alleviation

•



• D.     Land use, cover & mapping

• Classification

• Map update

• Urban growth monitoring

• Regional Planning

• Land degradation assessment

• Socio-economic impact of land use

•

• E.      Transportation

• Classification

• Mapping land & water transportation

• Mapping Transportation networks

• Citing transportation & power transmission route, industries & goods transportation

• Real time monitoring

• Online navigation

•
• F.      Geology

• Classification & Mapping Geologic features, rocks & soils, deposits & landforms

•

• G.     Hydrology

• Water boundaries & surface water area

• Mapping & Monitoring Lakes & lake inventories

• Mapping Flood plains & Water sheds

• Turbidity & Sediment patterns

• Rainfall patterns

•

• H.     Coastal Resources

• Mapping shoreline & monitoring changes

• Beach erosion & flooding

• Coastal circulation patterns

• Mapping shoal, reef & shallow area
•

• I.        Biodiversity & Wildlife conservation

• Deforestation

• Desertification

• Tourism

• Species extinction & monitoring

• Fragile & special ecosystems monitoring

• Introduced & Invasive species monitoring & National species Redlist

• Forest resources & Mgt

• Vegetation cover & Ecological zones

•
• J.       Resource Management & Sustainable

• Oil & Gas indicators & exploration

• Solid mineral deposit & exploration

• Water resource Mgt

• Fishing

•

• K.     Demographic studies

• Mapping & classification of human settlements for population census, election, commercial website,   mobile 
network, utilities deployment

•
• L.      Public Health

• Mapping for primary health care deployment

• Epidemiology, disease monitoring, spread & containment

•

• M.    Defence, national security & law enforcement

• Monitoring national boundaries

• Security strategies & deployment

• Law enforcement

Thank you!
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PROFESSOR (MRS) M. O. KADIRI
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WHERE ARE ENVIRONMENTAL 

STUDIES DONE AT UNIBEN
Anchored mainly in 3 Departments:

� Environmental Science Unit (Faculty of Life Sciences)

� Plant  Biology & Biotechnology

� Animal & Environmental Biology

� Chemistry

3

RESEARCH
� Crude oil (whole)
� Crude oil (Water Soluble Fractions)
� Petroleum Products (Kerosene, Diesel, Petrol)
� Aromatic Hydrocarbons
� Poly Chlorinated Hydrocarbons (PCBs)
� Poly Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)
� Pesticides
� Herbicides
� Industrial Chemicals (industrial detergents)
� Heavy metals
� Water Extractable Organics (WEOs)
� Salinity (Salt stress)
� Ecosystem Analysis (Rivers, Reservoirs, Lakes, Ocean)

4

ENVIRONMENTAL MEDIUM OF STUDY

Aquatic (Water)/Biota
� Algae/Phytoplankton
� Fish
� Shrimps
� Benthos
� Zooplankton
� Rats
� Pollution
� Eutrophication (Nutrient Enrichment)
� Limnology
� Coastal
� Sediments
� Amphibians
� Waste Water
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5

Terrestrial
� Wetlands (Mangroves)

� Vegetation

� Soils

Air
� Quality

6

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
� Pollution (Studies/Abatement)
� Phytoremediation
� Bioacumulation
� Soil Remediation
� Toxicity/Ecotoxicology
� Species Sensitivity/Tolerance
� Eutrophication
� Baseline
� Limnology
� Indices
� Environmental Impact Assessment 
� Air Quality

7

SAMPLE COURSES OFFERED
� General/Basic courses: Botany, Zoology, Chemistry, Physics, Calculus
� Environmental Ecology
� Environmental Science
� Environmental Analysis Techniques
� Ecotoxicology
� Environmental Chemistry
� Hydrobiology/Fisheries
� Marine Ecology & Oceanography
� Restoration Ecology & Environmental Remediation
� Public Health Microbiology
� Biogeography
� Forestry/Wild Life
� Environmental Laws & Regulations
� Environmental Biotechnology
� Wetland Science
� Environmental Geology

8

PERSONNEL
Leading Drivers of Environmental Studies in Uniben:

Professor (Mrs) M. Kadiri

Professor L. I. N. Ezemonye

Professor G.O. Anoliefo

Professor J. F. Bamidele

Professor (Mrs) P.T. Fufeyin

Professor F. E. Okieimen

Professor A.E Ogbeibu
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FUTURE
� Contemporary , Burgeoning & Anticipatory 

Environmental issues/research/problems 

Powered by ‘State of the Art’ Equipment

� Environmental Laboratory-Comprehensive & well  
equipped  Central Lab

� Capacity building-Exchange programs with 
international Universities/Research Centers 

10

SUGGESTIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
� Periodic Curriculum review to accommodate 

contemporary & future environmental issues eg GIS, 
Remote Sensing Application, Satellite imagery 
application etc

� Environmental Science Unit to be Full Time

� Environmental Science Unit to run M.Sc. Programs

� To incorporate in addition, annual field trip to an 
Environmental site/Facility eg Integrated Waste 
Management, Restoration Programs, Waste Water 
Treatment Plants etc

11

Thank you
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T U S K E G E E ,  A L  3 6 0 8 8
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Discussion Group on 
Curriculum Development & 

Strategic Planning
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Participating Institutions

University of Benin (UNIBEN)
Rivers State University of Science & Technology 
(RSUST)
Babcock University (BU)
Tuskegee University, USA – Discussion Moderator



Discussion Programme

10-minute presentations by participating institutions 
on:

Status of their environmental sciences program
Existing curricula, 
Existing strengths, weaknesses & deficiencies
Human capacity needs in academia and industry for economic 
development
General scientific knowledge gaps in Nigeria, e.g. in oil & gas 
industry, municipalities, water quality, climate change, etc.
Future plans in relation to UNESCO-GEIFON Chair 
programme in UNIBEN
M.Sc., Ph.D., & Postgraduate Certificate Programs



UNESCO-GEIFON Chair in Environmental 
Sciences  at UNIBEN

A National Research & Training Center
Teach relevant postgraduate courses in environmental sciences 
and engineering 
Conduct advanced research at the MS, PhD, and Postdoctoral 
levels with students from partner universities & elsewhere.
M.Sc. & Ph.D. students from partner universities can conduct their 
research and take some courses. 
Solicit for R&D funds externally, and collaborate with partners in 
fund raising.
Partner with the African Diaspora and international institutions to 
raise the research and education profile & foster excellence.
Provide specialized non-degree programs for industry personnel 
development, e.g. Certificate programme oil spill response  



Strategic Plan Development

Define strategic vision and mission
Develop strategic goals aimed at fulfilling vision & 
mission. Under each strategic goal define:

Measures & activities
Expected outcomes and deliverables
Measurable performance indicators

Produce a draft strategic plan based on above 
discussions
Develop action items for the near future .



COMMUNIQUE 

The UNESCO –Sponsored Workshop On Curriculum Development, Fund-Raising 

And Strategic Planning For The UNESCO – GEIFON Chair Programme In 

Environmental Sciences, Held At The University Of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria.  

27- 28 January, 2011. 

 

Preamble:  

The purpose of the UNESCO – GEIFON chair program is to promote an integrated 

system of research, training, information and documentation in the field of 

Environmental Sciences. It also serves as a means of facilitating collaboration between 

high-level internationally recognized researchers and teaching staff of the University of 

Benin and other partner institutions in Nigeria, Africa and the USA. Following the 

presentations made by partner institutions, resource persons and subsequent interactive 

sessions during the two-day intensive workshop, the following resolutions were reached: 

 

1. The key focus of the UNESCO – GIEFON Chair programme shall be on postgraduate 

level programmes. It will also enhance the quality of the UNESCO - GEIFON Chair 

programme by way of seminars, workshops, mentoring and curriculum development.  

2. The UNESCO – GIEFON Chair programme shall conduct certification in 

Postgraduate programmes relevant to the skills required by industries, for example: 

oil spill cleaning, corrosion, welding, environmental impact assessment (EIA) etc. 

3. The UNESCO – GEIFON Chair Programme adopts the concept of 3E’s: Education, 

Enterprise and Entrepreneurship.  

4. The programme also adopts the project-based approach which emphasizes 

market/industry needs – global and local needs. 

5. That each partner institution conducts an inventory of Environmental Sciences 

experts 

6. A NEEDS team be established - to link up with industries; find out their critical areas 

of needs that the UNESCO – GEIFON chair programme could address. 

7. That in other to attract funds from international bodies, gender main-streaming in 

environmental issues and human resources should be encouraged. 
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8. That partner institutions conduct and encourage staff and student exchange 

programmes such as Industrial Training, laboratory attachment and regular work-

study visits to relevant industries for hands-on experience. 

9. That the UNESCO – GEIFON chair programme pays particular attention to the 

following areas of environmental concern:  

a. Waste Management 

b. Biodiversity Conservation 

c. Air pollution 

d. Water and waste water management 

e. Environmental Education 

f. Soil Remediation 

g. Eco-toxicology 

h. Environmental Management 

i. Climate Change 

10. That partner institutions satisfy the following areas of strength: 

a. Babcock University, Shagamu 

- Biodiversity 

- Eco-toxicology 

- Environmental Education  

b. Rivers State University of Science and Technology, Port Hacourt 

- Waste management 

- Environmental Education 

- Environmental Management 

c. University of Benin, Benin City 

- Biodiversity conservation 

- Water and waste water management 



- Environmental Management 

That the list is not rigid/exhaustive/foreclosed but that certain other areas can be subsumed under 

the major areas. 

11. That the partner institutions foster collaboration rather than individual approach. 

12. That postgraduate certification courses be established in the under-listed 

Environmental fields: 

a. Spill control and Management 

b. Waste Management 

c. Impact Assessment 

d. Air Quality 

e. Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC) 

 

 

Members of communiqué sub-committee: 

1. Dr. C. K. Nwachukwu – RSUST, Port Harcourt 

2. Prof. (Mrs) M. Kadiri – UNIBEN 

3. Dr. J. Abolagba – UNIBEN 

4. Prof. K. Olusola Ogunwenmo - BABCOCK 



S/No Name Institution Position Phone No e-mail 
1.  PROF. NOSA EGIEBOR Tuskegee University Professor  Egiebor@tuskegee.edu 

2.  W.EMEKA OBIOZOR GEIFON-USA Unizik-Lecturer 08130986167 Obiozor66@yahoo.com 

3.  ANENE-MAIDOH, M.O (MRS) NATCOM-UNESCO Secretary-General 08033358578 mamaidoh@yahoo.com 

4.  OSUJI OTU UNESCO Prog. Off. Science 08070846377 Oi.otu@unesco.org 

5.  PROF. A.B. EBEIGBE GEIFON Executive Director 08058503192 info@geifon.org; 

ebeigbe@fulbrightmail.org 

6.  AKIN F. AWOMA University of Benin C.E.O 08023262476  

7.  INYANG, UDUAKOBONG E. Babcock University Lecturer 08037396088 Uduakinyang27@yahoo.com 

8.  DORCAS A. ODUNAIKE (MRS) Babcock University Lecturer 08028446153 batodee@yahoo.com 

9.  AJA, GODWIN Babcock University Professor 08037221451 Gudaja@gmail.com 

10.  ESAN, E. BABATUDE Babcock University Professor 08053923682 Tundesan2005@yahoo.com 

11.  OGUNWENMO KO Babcock University Professor 07033149933 Owenmo6@gmail.com 

12.  OGUNNOWO A.A. Babcock University Lecturer 08037229391 glykokemcare@yahoo.co.uk 

13.  PROF. A.E. OGBEIBU University of Benin Lecturer 08032943822 Ogbeibu@yahoo.com 

14.  EMINIKA A. IFIDON University of Benin  Lecturer 08023375925  

15.  ONYIJEN, K.O. University of Benin Lecturer 08034334305 Konyema@yahoo.com 

16.  PROF. GEORGE ERIYAMREMU University of Benin Lecturer 08023398066 georeeriyamremu@yahoo.com 

17.  OZOENE JANET O. University of Benin  Student 08066548208 Gspj20@yahoo.co.uk 

18.  OLATUNJI JAMES O. NCEE, Uniben Technologist 08091961239 Olummy4luv@yahoo.co.uk 

19.  UCHE, O.K. University of Benin Lecturer 08037245912 Ogestar@yahoo.com 

20.  OLUMESE SOLOMON I. NCEE, Uniben Admin. Assistance 08060725265 Olubhade_1@yahoo.com 

21.  PROF. BASSEY O. ASUQUO National Universities 

Commission (NUC) 

Visiting Professor 08039798303  

22.  DR. O.I. AJAYI GEIFON Secretary 08037112749 ifdayo@yahoo.coms 

23.  DR. C.K. WACHUKWU Rivers state University of 

Science & Tech. 

Lecturer 08033410602 conkiwa@yahoo.com 

24.  MR. NWOGBIDI, KINGSLEY 

 

Rivers state University of 

Science & Tech. 

Lecturer 08033126777 kingsleynwogbidi@yahoo.com 

25.  PROF. DOMINGO .A. OKORIE University of Benin Lecturer 08033243458 Domokorie2001@yahoo.com 

26.  PROF. C.C ASONYE University of Benin Lecturer 08038117255 Asonye@uniben.edu 

27.  PROF. R.O. ONYEONWU Mantlet Env. Research Ltd Consultant 08033424295 ronald_onyeonwn@yahoo.co.uk 

28.  MRS AIKPITAYI .R. University of Benin Technologist 08027448703 mamatwins@yahoo.com 

29.  PROF. (MRS) M.O. KADIRI University of Benin Professor  mokadiri@hotmail.com 
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30.  PROF. K. ECHENIM University of Benin Professor 08037201949 echenimle@yahoo.com 

31.  DR. M.O. OMOIGBERALE University of Benin Snr. Lecturer 08065164993 omoigbe@yahoo.com 

32.  PROF. F.E. OKIEMEN University of Benin Professor 08066784963 fexokieimen@yahoo.com 

33.  DR. SAM AMADI NERC CHAIRMAN/CEO 08033299879 samadi@nercng.org 

34.  Prof. AHBOR DA. IGHOROJE University of Benin Professor 08035797437 dighoroje@yahoo.com 

35.  KAYODE .I. OKE UBTH Clinician 08035027408 Kayodeoke2001@yahoo.com 

36.  CHRIS OSUBOR University of Benin Professor  ccosubor@yahoo.com 

37.  NWAIWU, PETER-CLAVER Shell Petroleum 

Development Company 

(SPDC) 

Team Leader 08070342097 Peter-claver.Nwaiwu@shell.com 

38.  S.I. EGBASE Sylbase Concept M.D 08037202021  

39.  PROF. L.I. EZEMONYE NCEE Director 08023353541  

40.  MISS TANSHI IRRO Animal & Environmental 

Biology Dept., UNIBEN 

Lecturer 08027364583 tariarohile@yahoo.com 

41.  DR.(MRS)C.O. OKIEIMEN University of Benin Lecturer 08055338851 cookieimen@yahoo.com 

42.  DR. J.U.CHOKOR University of Benin Lecturer 08039190293  

43.  GBAMWUAN MOSES Maegill Engineering Staff (HSE) 07030281673 neogbas@yahoo.com 

44.  DR. ABOLAGBA .O.J University of Benin Lecturer 08037275396  

45.  UKWUONWO ADA CHIDIMMA University of Benin Student 08138872419 ada_ukwuanwo@yahoo.com 

46.  DR. E.O. NWOKE Ambrose Alli University Lecturer 08064233872 Dikenoke2009@yahoo.com 

47.  PROF. A.A. FAMODU GEIFON Professor   

48.  PRINCE DOUGLAS AKOR First Aid (NGO) Director 08037600455 princedouglas_9ja@yahoo.com 

49.  OMOREGIE ANTHONY .O Animal & Environmental 

Biology Dept., UNIBEN 

Lecturer 08058413493 anthonyomoregie@yahoo.com 

50.  PROF. M.G. OGBE Animal & Environmental 

Biology Dept., UNIBEN 

Lecturer 08033013825 ogbegbemi@yahoo.co.uk 

51.  OBASEKI J.N. GLORIA University of Benin Student 08057543313 Glowin4eva@yahoo.com 

52.  ENIKHATAMAN OSHOR .C. University of Benin Student 07038823930 Oshor c@yahoo.com 

53.  TIJANI A. DEBO University of Benin Student 08136393407 debotijani@yahoo.co.nz 

54.  SHAIBU .A. PETER University of Benin Student 08087588571 Peter.shaibu@yahoo.com 

55.  OGEDENGBE O. BABATUDE University of Benin Student 08060039579 tunsdutch@yahoo.com 

56.  OKHUAROBO J. UWA University of Benin Student 08064258163 uwathegreat@yahoo.com 

57.  EHIZOGUAN JOHN IMOLELE University of Benin Student 08065749217 ab-johnnel@yahoo.com 

58.  CHERILYN ATTAH University of Benin Student 07036629675 Cheri4christ4life@yahoo.com 



59.  UKANA TAIYE GRACE University of Benin Student 08166902516 ukanataye@yahoo.com 
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